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Ukraine & Russia Update
As you can imagine, the past few weeks, and particularly the last 18 hours have been
quite active and emotional. The world's focus has been on the rising threat of
Russia against Ukraine. Prayers and hope for a peaceful resolution have given way to
sadness and concern for our brothers and sisters in Christ - our friends and partners
in ministry whom we love. Many of you have sent emails or messages asking for
updates and how we can serve the Ukrainian Church.
We are maintaining contact with a number of local leaders inside the country.
Thankfully, the Russians have not yet disrupted internet or cellphone services –
which, frankly, is surprising. The evangelical church leaders in the west part of
Ukraine were instructed a few weeks ago to begin gathering supplies and making
plans to serve IDPs (Internally Displaced People) who would flee west as Russia
moved in from the East. We were able to get them some immediate funds, with which
they purchased a large diesel generator, a supply of fuel, a military surplus "field
kitchen," and other supplies. Today Bob spoke with the leader of the Church in
the Ternopil oblast (state), and he informed me that they are already seeing people
fleeing the east toward Poland. Pray for these pastors and church members as they
reach out to the oppressed and serve them - even in the midst of their own
uncertainty and oppression!
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We encourage you to pray for the national and state leaders of the various evangelical
churches, and the local pastors. Bob spoke with the Senior Vice President of the
Ukrainian Baptist Union, and he said that each pastor they contacted in the east said
that they are committed to staying in their communities and ministering to their
flocks, regardless of the Russian oppression that may come. State and national
leaders have a higher profile, and will of course attract a greater degree of attention
from the Russians. In every case, as we spoke with national and local leaders, they
remain firmly committed to their ministry and their mission.
In the same way, Converge's commitment to support and equip the Church in both
Ukraine and Russia remains the same. We work with believers and leaders in both
nations. They are dear brothers and sisters who long to see their communities and
their nations meet, know, and follow Jesus. Our goal is to help those indigenous
leaders as they catalyze gospel movements in their own nation and to neighboring
peoples. Ukraine has been the brightest light of the Gospel of Jesus Christ in the
whole of Europe for years. We want to help them hold that light high regardless of the
circumstances!
As far as immediate financial or physical assistance to churches and leaders is
concerned, we have determined that the best thing to do at this point is to wait.
Whether Russia will be successful in this invasion, and the full extent of the invasion
is currently unknown. Funds sent at this time would likely be inaccessible to our
contacts via a bank or ATM. Within some time, perhaps a week or two, some level of
normalcy will return, and we can begin to make decisions regarding sending finances,
clothing, hygiene items, etc. to refugee centers within Ukraine or in neighboring
countries of Poland, Romania, etc.. Of course, Churches that want to begin collecting
financial support and holding it until that time comes may do so.
We are grateful for your prayerful support of us and this ministry. Your partnership
allows us to support, equip and encourage indigenous gospel leaders in the 53
nations of the Euro/Med Region!
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Bob & Carol
For more information go to: http://bobcarolmarsh.com/
Phone/WhatsAPP: 607.271.0617
Email: bobm@converge.org
Facebook/Messenger: www.facebook.com/bobthepastor
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